
 
 
 
 
 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 

Big Five Tours & Expeditions takes honeymoons on less traveled 

roads 
 

Stuart, FL Sept 22, 2020 – Big Five Tours and Expeditions has launched a new collection of exotic honeymoon 

journeys, New Beginnings, that celebrate the beginning of a couple’s shared adventure in spectacular, 

unexpected locations around the globe. The perfectly planned honeymoon vacation offers once-in-a-lifetime 

experiences.   

 

“A honeymoon is a beginning and a postponed honeymoon is a new beginning. We put this collection together 

because it speaks to our guests who are waiting longer now to go on that special trip. They also want more 

than champagne and chocolates,” states Ashish Sanghrajka, president of Big Five. “They want a journey in a 

spectacular setting to remember. New Beginnings take the classic honeymoon and pushes the boundaries to 

places such as Colombia, Zambia, Malawi, Mozambique, New Zealand, Brazil and even Uruguay.” 

The collection allows couples to explore by vehicle, boat, bicycle, or foot as well as presenting extraordinary 

experiences from scuba diving in Africa’s Lake Malawi, to horseback riding along private trails on the coast of 

Uruguay, to snorkeling in the dazzling marine world off the coast of Mozambique and kitesurfing in Brazil. Visit  

a preserve for seahorses and an oyster farm. Visit the charming village of Atnis and the Lençois Maranhenses 

National Park.  Enjoy a menu of activities encompassing hot-air ballooning, walking safaris, paragliding over a 

canyon, repelling down a waterfall and world-class rafting. Couples enjoy romantic dinners in stunning settings 

such as an unforgettable moonlit dinner in the middle of the forest in Uruguay, and the candle-lit atmosphere 

of Sindabezi Island in Zambia. 

  

Accommodations reflect the occasion from a secluded honeymoon chalet on a sandy shore on a private isle on 

the Zambezi River, with an old-fashioned, claw-footed bath for two; to the delightful, oval-shaped and aptly 

named Birds Nest in the heart of Zambia’s magical Busanga Flood Plains. Savor a stay in a unique glass cabin in 

Pueblo Eden, Colombia, with mirrored glass walls that take advantage of the wild beauty of the mountains in 

eastern Uruguay.    

 

New Beginnings collection debuts with adventures in Exotic Zambia & Malawi, 13 days; Uruguay Getaway 

Adventure, 11 days; Colombia Adventure for Two, 16 days; Nicaragua Discovery, 10 days; Brazil A Fine 

Romance, 10 days, New Zealand Adventure, 14 days, and South Africa & Mozambique Grand Adventure, 13 

days.  More destinations are coming soon including Tanzania and Australia.  

### 

 

For more information, visit New Beginnings on bigfive.com, or contact: 

 

Deborah Kilcollins, Brand Manager     Ashish Sanghrajka, President 

800 244 3483        800 244 3483 

deborah@bigfive.com       ashish@bigfive.com  
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About Big Five Tours & Expeditions 

Founded in Kenya in 1973 by Mahen Sanghrajka, Big Five Tours & Expeditions is renowned for customized, 

luxury adventure travel to more than 45 destinations worldwide. Big Five has been recognized for its 

sustainable tourism commitment: The company is twice winner of the Virtuoso® luxury travel network 

Sustainable Tourism Leadership Award in 2014 and in 2016, while Condé Nast Traveler magazine recognized 

Big Five with a World Savers Award in 2013. For more detailed information about Big Five customized trip 

itineraries, contact info@bigfive.com or call one a destination specialists at (800) 244 3483. Also visit 

www.bigfive.com.   


